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Welcome to Honilands College! This is one of the most exciting developments in
our curriculum because it allows you to select your own learning opportunities,
through a series of courses that will run every Wednesday afternoon. We have
incorporated our Learning to Learn Skills within each of the courses. Look out
for Reflective, Relationships, Resilience, Resourceful, Risk Taking and
Responsibility. Children will develop these skills in each of the courses. You
never know, you may find skills that you never knew you had!
During the academic year, you will study 6 courses. Courses will be run for five
or six weeks and at the end of each course you will be accredited against a
series of pre planned skills that you will be able to use in your future learning.
Over the course of the year you will develop a portfolio of skills in areas that
you are interested in. You will keep a record of the courses that you have
attended through the certificates that you will receive on completion of each
course if you have met the pre-planned skills. There are 3 levels of certificate
which you could receive:
Pass: You have successfully met some of the skills.
Merit: You have successfully met the majority of the skills.
Distinction: You have successfully and consistently met all skills.
The courses at Honilands College have been divided into these 5 faculties:

Global Issues
Courses

Personal
Wellbeing
Courses

Science and
Technology
Courses

Media and
Communication
Courses

Creative
Arts
Courses

This prospectus contains all the courses available in each faculty. You will find a
brief description of each course, as well as the skills that you will have the
opportunity to develop by attending. Take time to read each course and think to
yourself ‘would I like the opportunity to learn that’? Once you have read the
prospectus, follow the instructions on the back pages about what to do next.

Global Issues
Course Code GI 01
and Title Tour de France

12 places per course

Description of Have you ever been to France but couldn’t understand what
course they were saying? Now is your chance to learn the basics of
French; colours, days of the week, songs and rhymes and
numbers etc. You will learn what it’s like to live in France,
taste their food and learn about their culture.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills  Learn about the culture and customs of France:
- Learn about French cuisine.
- Learn the games French children play
- Learn to speak French.
 Develop your skills of resilience

Course Code GI 02
and Title Turkish Language and its Culture

10 places per course

Description of We’ll learn Turkish together whilst gaining an insight into
course Turkish culture. We will learn traditional folk dancing,
listen to Turkish music and look at the costumes worn. You
will make a handkerchief used in a dance and taste a cold
Turkish meze.
Learning Content Develop your Turkish language skills and sense of resilience.
and Skills Gain a greater understanding of your friends’ culture and
build your relationships.
Curriculum key skills:
 Learn about the culture and customs of Turkey
 Demonstrate a growing vocabulary
 Ask and answer simple questions and talk about
interests

Global Issues
Course Code GI 03
and Title Bollywood Dance

16 places per course

Description of During this course we shall learn how certain combined
course movements can form beautiful patterns and look great. You
will learn how to dance and get fit. At the end of each
session you will feel great! Get to know a different culture.
Learning Content Learn timing and counting. Improve your listening and skills
and Skills of concentration. Develop your relationships. Learn to take
responsibility
Curriculum key skills:
 Move in a clear, fluent and expressive manner
 Perform expressively and hold a precise and strong
body posture

Course Code GI 04
and Title Puzzle Zone

10 places per course

Description of Learn to play games with one or more people, taking turns
course and finding connections. Challenge yourself. Learn to use
logic, strategy, analytical and creative skills to solve a
variety of puzzles. You will learn about jigsaws, word
searches, suduko, crosswords and fiendish kakuro.
Learning Content Improve your skills of concentration. Develop your
and Skills relationships. Improve your mathematical thinking.
Develop you spatial awareness.
Curriculum key skills:
 Show the ability to stick at an activity
 Give full concentration

Global Issues
Course Code GI 05
and Title Eins. Zwei, Drei: Give German a Try

10 places per course

Description of Here is your chance to learn a little German. You will have
course an opportunity to learn about the German culture and some
geography. Learn to count in German and get to know a
little about Germany and its geography.
Learning Content Learn some German phrases and greetings
and Skills Learn to take a risk and try something new
Curriculum key skills:
 Learn about the culture and customs of Germany
 Demonstrate a growing vocabulary
 Ask and answer questions and talk about interests
Course Code GI 06
and Title Go Fence Go Fencing

16 places per course

Description of Go Fence is British Fencing’s introduction to fencing. It
course uses plastic foils and is a great way to try fencing for the
first time. Armour and Swords! Who can resist? You will
learn about discipline, etiquette and fitness. Test your
wits, your reflexes and your agility. Suitable for everybody.
Learning Content Develop hand eye coordination and both physical and mental
and Skills skills. Learn Resilience and to Take Risks in a safe
environment. Develop Relationships by showing fair play,
sportsmanship and respect to peers.
Curriculum key skills:
 Choose appropriate tactics to challenge the opposition
 Uphold the spirit of fair play and respect in all
competitive situations

Personal Wellbeing
Course Code PW 01
and Title Street Dance

15 places per course

Description of Have you ever watched Britain’s Got Talent? Have you seen
course the street dancers and thought “I could do that”. Now is
your chance to learn the technique, routines and learn the
skills to enable you to create your own choreography. Keep
fit and have fun whilst listening to the latest hits.
Learning Content Build your confidence and develop good relationships with
and Skills other people. Become more resourceful as you create your
own moves and take risks in a safe environment.
Curriculum key skills:
 Refine movements into dance sequences
 Plan to perform with high energy and maintain this
throughout the dance

Course Code PW 02
and Title Football

20 places per course

Description of Want to be a footballer? You will learn to use different
course parts of your body to control the ball. Learn to pass, shoot
and head the ball. Learn how to treat everybody fairly and
be able to play as a team. Learn how to attack and to
defend. As we shall be outside, no matter the weather,
students must bring in suitable foot wear and a tracksuit
for playing football on the grass.
Learning Content Develop ball skills and learn to play as a team and develop
and Skills relationships. Learn to take responsibility
Curriculum key skills:
 Follow the rules of a game and play fairly
 Field, defend and attack tactically by anticipating the
direction of play

Personal Wellbeing
Course Code PW 03
and Title On Target

15 places per course

Description of Have you got a good eye for targets? Do you have resilience
course to keep on trying? On Target enables you to practice your
throwing and aiming skills. By the end of the course you will
be a lot better at aiming at the target.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills  Develop hand and eye co-ordination.
 Throw and catch with control and accuracy
Course Code PW 04
and Title Basketball

20 places per course

Description of We all think it’s so easy to play basketball. We’ve all scored
course a basket by throwing the ball into the net, but in this
course you will learn how to do it consistently. Work as part
of a team and understand that relationships within the
team play a vital role.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills
 Follow the rules of a game and play fairly
 Pass to team mates at appropriate times
 Choose appropriate tactics for a game
Course Code PW 05
and Title Gymnastics

20 places per course

Description of Have you ever thought, “I could do that”? Now is your
course chance to learn how to do gymnastics in a controlled
environment. You will need to listen carefully but you will
enjoy what you will create and appreciate the skills needed
to perform at a high level.
Learning Content Develop good relationships as you work closely with each
and Skills other. Learn how to jump, roll and balance. Develop you
resilience and perfect your gymnastic skills.
Learn to take risks in a safe non threatening atmosphere.
Curriculum key skills:
 Move in a clear, fluent and expressive manner
 Vary speed, direction level and body rotation

Personal Wellbeing
Course Code PW 06
and Title Athletics

20 places per course

Description of We can all run, jump and throw, but we can all improve. In
course this course you will learn how to improve your speed, jump
higher and further and throw further than ever before.
You’ll enjoy competing against others but most importantly
competing against yourself. Learn to listen to instructions –
even Usain Bolt has a coach. Learn to take risks and trust
your coach.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills
 Compete with others and aim to improve your
personal best performance
 Throw accurately and refine performance by
analysing technique and body shape

Course Code PW 07
and Title Archery

12 places per course

Description of Have you ever seen Robin Hood on the television and
course thought that you would like to try shooting an arrow from a
bow? In this course you will learn the correct technique in a
safe environment. Develop your resilience while you
improve your technique.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills
 You will learn all the correct names of all the
equipment.
 Understand that safety is paramount
 Compete with others and aim to improve your
personal best performance

Science & Technology
Course Code ST 01
and Title Cross Stitch Embroidery

6 places per course

Description of You’ll have fun creating cards, book marks with cross
course stitch. You will design your own pattern and bring it to life
on material. These will make wonderful birthday cards or
just pictures for your wall.
Learning Content Develop your hand to eye co-ordination. Learn life-long
and Skills sewing skills and learn to take responsibility.
Learn the important skills of designing.
Curriculum key skills:
 Design with purpose to create a finished piece
 Show precision in techniques.

Course Code ST 02
and Title Come Dine at Honi Bistro

8 places per course

Description of We will be cooking various dishes, creating our own three
course course menu. You will learn how to chop and peel and
professionally cut fruit and vegetables. We shall fry and
bake and learn the correct kitchen techniques.
Learning Content Learn how to cook in a safe and hygienic environment. Learn
and Skills to take responsibility whilst understanding how tastes
blend to together.
Curriculum key skills:
 Prepare ingredients hygienically using appropriate
utensils
 Demonstrate a range of cooking techniques

Science & Technology
Course Code ST 03
and Title Wonders of Wool

6 places per course

Description of Whether you have never picked up a pair of knitting needles
course before or if you are already advanced, this is the course
for you. You will have the opportunity to make a scarf, or
cushion cover or even start a blanket or phone cover. You
will be offered the opportunity to make pom-poms, small
hats, tassels and weaving.
Learning Content Learn basic stitches and follow simple instructions. Learn
and Skills to cast on and cast off. Develop your fine motor skills and
your sense of resilience.
Curriculum key skills:
 Adapt and refine ideas as they progress
 To stick to an activity, even when it proves to be very
challenging

Course Code ST 04
and Title Fashion Accessory Fun

10 places per course

Description of Are you bored with your clothes at home? In this course
course you will learn how to accessorize your clothes to make them
look fashionable and exciting. You will use paints, beads,
sequins and fabric pens.
Learning Content Develop your designing skills and be creative.
and Skills Learn to stencil and print.
Develop your resilience and learn to be more reflective
Curriculum key skills:
 Select the most appropriate techniques to decorate
textiles
 Use the qualities of materials to create suitable, visual
and tactical effects in the decoration of textiles

Science & Technology
Course Code ST 05
and Title Sweet Things

10 places per course

Description of Do you like eating sweets and biscuits? This might be the
course course for you. Here you will learn to make sweets and
biscuits whilst following a recipe.
Learning Content Learn to measure accurately using scales for weighing.
and Skills Learn why decorating is so important
Develop you relationship skills as you work closely with
others. Learn to take responsibility for your actions
Curriculum key skills:
 Follow a recipe
 Measure ingredients accurately
Course Code ST 06
and Title Honi Pottery

12 places per course

Description of Have you ever handled a piece of pottery and thought I
course would like to make this? Well now is your chance to model
with clay and create your own pieces of real pottery. You
will be taught by an expert and shown all the correct
techniques.
Learning Content Develop your fine motor skills and learn how to plan and
and Skills design. Develop your creative skills and learn to be
resourceful.
Curriculum key skills:
 To use clay and other mouldable materials
 Use tools to carve, add shapes, texture and pattern
Course Code ST 07
and Title Green Fingers

8 places per course

Description of In this course you will get the chance to grow plants from
course seeds and learn how to propagate. You will dig and harvest
crops and learn how to make rich and nourishing compost.
You will need to bring a pair of willies or old shoes and we
are sure to get muddy. You will learn to be resourceful
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills  Explore the requirements of plants for successful
growth

Science & Technology
Course Code ST 08
and Title Rainy Day Activities

8 places per course

Description of Never be bored again. It’s raining outside so what should we
course do? We can make lots of things from everyday objects.
We’ll make pom-poms and use that odd sock that’s lying
around. You will develop your skills of resilience.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills  Develop your fine motor skills
 Select the most appropriate techniques to decorate
textiles

Media and Communication
Course Code MC 01
and Title Steel Pans

9 places per course

Description of Amaze yourself. Wonder at what you can do in a short time.
course During this course you will learn to play the steel pans. You
will have a chance to play all the drums and perform in
front of invited guests. You will have great fun learning to
be part of a steel pan band.
Learning Content Learn to use listening skills.
and Skills Develop your skills of forming relationships
Learn the importance of timing
Learn a new and fascinating instrument.
Curriculum key skills:
 Play notes on an instrument with care so they are clear
 Play from memory with confidence

Media and Communication
Course Code
and Title
Description of
course

MC 02
10 places per course
Honiwood Productions
Have you ever wanted to star in your own film? Now is your
chance to shine! This course offers you the opportunity to
improve your team work skills and turn your imagination into
something creative. You will decide on the plot, characters,
scenes and you could be the star. Become more resilient.
Build on you relationships skills. You will definitely need to
be resourceful and imaginative.
Learning Content Curriculum key skills:
and Skills
 Bring stories to life with expression and intonation
 Narrate and perform exciting stories
Course Code MC 03
and Title Introduction to Guitar Playing

10 places per course

Description of Have you ever played the air guitar whilst listening to your
course favourite pop star? Now is your chance to learn to play the
real thing. Come and be part of a group and learn the guitar.
Learning Content Develop your fine motor skills. Learn to be resilient as you
and Skills learn to play chords. Learn to be more reflective as you
learn to play Eye of the Tiger. Develop your
resourcefulness whilst learning to play the blues.
Curriculum key skills:
 Play notes on an instrument with care so they are clear
 Play from memory with confidence
Course Code MC 04
and Title Never Be Bored Playing Board Games

8 places per course

Description of In this course you will be given time to learn the rules of
course several board games and then you will be able to design and
make your own game to play with your family and friends.
You will have to follow instructions and take turns.
Learning Content Learn to be reflective and become more resourceful.
and Skills Curriculum key skills:
 See oneself as lucky
 Show a determination to keep going, despite failures or
set backs

Media and Communication
Course Code
and Title
Description of
course

MC 05
20 places per course
Minecrafting
Minecraft is a computer game with a worldwide audience. It
is a simple but expansive world where players can “mine”
different materials (gold, silver, diamonds etc.) and “craft”
objects (houses, boats, tools etc). We’ll be working
together to build villages and communities and create
places that you will be proud of in this digital environment.
Learning Content Learn how to work together and develop relationships
and Skills Geographical features – create fields, waterfalls, mountains
Scientific theories and properties – building blocks
(physics), creating materials (chemistry), farming animals
(biology). Develop your skills of being resourceful.
Curriculum key skills:
 Choose suitable techniques to construct products
 To show effort and commitment in refining and
adjusting work

Course Code MC 06
and Title Philosophy

20 places per course

Description of What came first, the chicken or the egg? Have you ever
course asked the question “why”? Sometimes there is no right or
wrong answer. It is important to be able to listen to others
and develop an opinion that you can justify.
Learning Content Develop your skills of being reflective.
and Skills You will have to build good relationships as you learn to take
turns and listen to others.
Curriculum key skills:
 Respectfully challenge opinions or points, offering an
alternative
 Debate using relevant details to support points

Creative Arts
Course Code CA 01
and Title Abstract Painting

12 places per course

Description of This is a course which everybody will enjoy. We will listen
course to music and appreciate how it can inspire us to paint in a
creative and unique style. We will study Kandinsky and
other famous abstract artists and maybe we’ll discover the
next Picasso!
Learning Content Develop your reflective skills as an artist.
and Skills Curriculum key skills:
 To replicate techniques used by notable artists
 To create a colour palette based upon colours observed
in an artist’s work

Course Code CA 02
and Title Hama Bead Designs

14 places per course

Description of Do you enjoy designing and making presents for family and
course friends? Hama beads can be used to make coasters, fridge
magnets, bookmarks, mobiles, mats, etc. You will choose
your own design and colours and create a colourful,
symmetrical present for a special occasion.
Learning Content Develop fine motor skills and become more reflective
and Skills Learn about symmetry.
Learn to become more patient and resilient.
Curriculum key skills:
 Ensure work is precise
 Show a determination to keep going, despite failures or
set backs

Creative Arts
Course Code CA 03
and Title Mosaic Creations

10 places per course

Description of Learn how to make paper and tile mosaics to decorate a
course variety of objects. This course will take you through the
steps of designing and making a mosaic to creating the
finished masterpiece. Once you have developed the skills
you will be able to create gifts for all your family and
friends.
Learning Content Develop your skills of patience and resilience by working in
and Skills a methodical way. Learn to be reflective and become more
resourceful.
Curriculum key skills:
 Ensure work is precise
 To use ceramic mosaic materials and techniques

Course Code CA 04
and Title Become a Famous Artist

8 places per course

Description of In this course you will develop your creative, artistic skills.
course You will study artists such as Andy Warhol, Picasso and
Kandinsky. You will learn to paint in their style. Learn how
to use various art tools, not just paint brushes! Be proud of
your achievements. Art is unique – what you create will be
yours to keep and it will be the only one in the world.
Learning Content Learn to be reflective and develop your sense of patience.
and Skills Develop your fine motor skills.
Curriculum key skills:
 Mix colours effectively
 Sketch lightly before painting to combine line and
colour

Creative Arts
Course Code CA 05
and Title Painting by Numbers

12 places per course

Description of Do you enjoy painting but struggle to draw your initial
course design? This might be the course for you! This is suitable
for the beginner artist as well as the more experienced who
likes a challenge. You will create paintings of which Van
Gough would be proud. Painting by Numbers enables you to
create your very own masterpiece whist developing your
own painting skills.
Learning Content Learn that lines delineate shapes. Learn to select and apply
and Skills colour whilst following a key. Develop skills of resilience.
Curriculum key skills:
 Ensure work is precise
 Give full concentration

Course Code CA 06
and Title Canvas Art

8 places per course

Description of In this course you will develop your creative and artistic
course skills. You will get the opportunity to paint on canvas like
famous artists. Learn to choose the best tool to suit your
purpose. Be proud of your achievements. Art is unique – just
like you.
Learning Content Learn how to shade and blend colours. Learn to create
and Skills depth and perspective. You will develop your sense of
resilience and become more resourceful.
Curriculum key skills:
 Sketch lightly (no need to use a rubber to correct
mistakes)
 Use a variety of techniques to add interesting effects
(e.g. reflections, shadows, direction of sunlight)

Creative Arts
Course Code CA 07
and Title Jazzy Jewellery Workshop

8 places per course

Description of Do you like jewellery? Here you will learn how to make your
course own unique pieces of jewellery. You will learn how to add
clasps and finish your designs with beads and charms. You
will create beautiful works of art including bracelets,
necklaces, and key-rings. They make great presents!
Learning Content Learn how to design and become more reflective
and Skills Develop fine motor skills and develop skills of resilience
Use jewellery tools and be patient and careful.
Curriculum key skills:
 Refine work and techniques as work progresses,
continually evaluating the product design.
 Give full concentration

Course Code CA 08
and Title Fun With Buttons

8 places per course

Description of Buttons are not just for connecting an item of clothing
course together. There are many different uses we can find. We
shall use a variety of materials and equipment, including
wire, ribbons and even socks!
Learning Content Develop your fine motor skills. Improve your hand and eye
and Skills co-ordination. Learn to be resilient. Learn to be more
reflective. Develop your resourcefulness.
Curriculum key skills:
 Explore ideas in a variety of ways
 Give full concentration

Creative Arts
Course Code CA 09
and Title Glass Painting

8 places per course

Description of Have you ever looked through a clear piece of glass and
course wondered what it may look like if it was coloured? In this
course you will learn to paint various designs on objects.
Learning Content Develop your resilience skills and become more reflective.
and Skills Learn which colours work well together.
Curriculum key skills:
 Create an original piece of art work
 Combine colours, tones and tints to enhance the mood
of a piece

Course Code CA 10
and Title How to Draw

8 places per course

Description of Do you enjoy drawing but would like to improve your skills.
course Now is the chance to learn certain drawing techniques
which will help you draw more successfully. In this course
you will have the opportunity to draw portraits, scenery,
animals and still life.
Learning Content Learn how to shade and blend colours. Learn to create
and Skills depth and perspective. You will develop your sense of
resilience and become more resourceful.
Curriculum key skills:
 Sketch lightly (no need to use a rubber to correct
mistakes)
 Use a variety of techniques to add interesting effects
(e.g. reflections, shadows, direction of sunlight).

Choosing Your Learning
How do I choose what I want to learn?
1) Now that you have read the prospectus you will need
to complete an application form.
2) To ensure a wide development of skills and learning opportunities,
you must complete all boxes on the form on the next page.
3) Return your completed form to your class teacher by
Monday 11th July
Please remember to include your class and your name.
4) You will be allocated 1 course from each faculty plus one
additional course.
5) If your chosen course/s are oversubscribed you will be allocated
a similar course

Course Dates
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course

A
B
C
D
E

Course F

Length
6 weeks
6 weeks
5 weeks
6 weeks
5 weeks

Week beginning:
September 14th – October 19th
November 2nd – December 7th
January 11th – February 8th
February 22nd – March 29th
April 19th – May 17th

6 weeks

June 7th – July 12th

No College 24th May School Journey

Honilands College Application Form
Please select two courses from each faculty
Please put your first choice in Box 1 and your second choice in Box 2.
Please ensure you have filled in every box
Name

Class

Faculty

Global
Issues

Personal
Wellbeing

Science &
Media &
Technology Communication

Creative
Arts

Please use course
code

Box 1
Box 2
Please tick one box

Right
handed

Left
handed

We will try to give you as many choices from Box 1 as possible but some courses
may be over-subscribed.
You will only do six courses in one year.
We will notify you as soon as all applications have been processed.
Please bring in an old adult shirt if you are doing something messy.
Please tear this page off and hand it to your teacher. Keep the rest of the prospectus.

